Ceremony in Turkey 12 April 2003
Beloved ones
The result of the work on 12 April was positive. You succeeded the job. With this
work you had an etheral contact with the portal. Not only the ones who went
there, but the ones who supported remotely as well. There was a blockage on that
portal and this was preventing the in and out of the neccessary energies through
that portal. This blockage was there for hundreds of years. Your leader Atatürk was
aware of the situation so that he did not choose Istanbul to be the capitol city,
instead he moved to the central Anatolia to lead the war before the republic. The
great work you have done cleared this blockage and enabled the energies to flow
freely.
You should not think the clearing process as the war between good and bad. Think
that this portal is the Heart Chakra of your country, and this Chakra was not working
properly. What you did was a kind of initiation (attunement). It is a rebirth process.
You balanced this Chakra through the attunement, and now it is consistent with the
flow of universal energy.
The portal which is effecting the Middle East is at Mesopotamia region. Istanbul
portal's being blocked was triggering the problem in the Mesopotamia. So that the
clearance of the Istanbul portal is a positive development for Mesopotamia. But
that portal is a very huge one and the problem is really big. There are some people
wokring with evil energies on that portal who want to use the energy for their own
advantages. This leads to disasters and chaos.
There are 5 huge portals which effect the energy flow and the happenings. In
additions to those there are secondary ones and some more smaller ones. For
example, the huge one that effects whole Europe is in Stonehenge. To use the
energy of this portal, France installed the Egypt originated obelisk in Paris which is
made of granite. Granite pulls and stores the energy.
The most important one of the secondary portals effecting the big one in
Mesopotamia is in Istanbul/Büyükada, and now its problem is solved. But there is still
some time for the big portal of Mesopotamia.
Istanbul portal is the primary portal of Turkey. As a result of its blockage you had
many problems and the earthquake was one of them. Just like the explosion of a
blocked pipe. The blockage was effecting the happenings in your country and
magnifying the chaos and crisis energies. The portal is now iniitiated and balanced.
The ones who attended this work had a connection with this portal. You are the
guards of the portal from now on.
Rana8.

